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THE BRAND/COMPANY
Drinking Water.

My intention of making a packaged drinking water company came from spotting water kiosks 
at railway stations , where people would buy/refill water. I’ve wondered how can we improve 
this method and be environmental friendly. To benefit the climate change and easy accessibil-
ity of drinking water to people , I’ve come up with this idea. 

BRAND NAME

               -THANEER

DEFINITION & REASON:

             Thaneer, means water, regular or common water in our day to day lives. Now why that 
name, the inspiration came from the location of the brand and idea - Chennai, Tamil Nadu. 
Hence my idea was to use the native language and use common language too. We normally 
don’t see brands combining two languages to name a brand. 

SUBTITLE/TAGLINE:

           “My Water” - It directly means My Water. Just a subtle literal meaning of the brand.

COLOR PREFERENCE :

       The base colour is blue and the reason behind it was that it matches the theme, name of 
the brand. Water, Blue.
The other colour variants were mix of pastel colours like yellow, green, pink, orange. 



Rough sketches of the logo:



The Product:

    The water is obtained from ground and it is purified using the Danish Purification method. 
The water treatment is a chemical free solution. It is based from Denmark and uses only natu-
ral processes such as oxidation and filtration. 
    The raw water is oxidized with atmospheric air to aid the filtration process inside a pressure 
filter with sufficient filter media .

Benefits of this method - 

 •  The working environment is very safe since there is elimination of dangerous        
chemicals. 
 • No waste water problems.
 • Completely safe operation.
 • Ease of use. Use of chemicals require intense monitoring and attendance .

  
THE DANISH MODEL



Final Logo:



Mock Ups









PRODUCTS



The various flavours are Orange, Pineapple, Lemon and Mint, Grape, 
Peach and Strawberry. These ingredients have natural health benefits 
such as rejuvenation of blood, good for heart, stamina and vitamins.


